Multiple Low-risk “Routine” Urban-area Field Trip Consent Form

At PSII, student will, from time to time, be working outside of the school building and off the campus. These “routine” field trips may include:

- Regular supervised and unsupervised (when students have demonstrated the ability to be independent) walking trips to the Victoria YMCA
  - Activities may include swimming, yoga, racquet sports, cycling, weight training, cardio training, gym use, and related fitness activities
- Regular supervised and unsupervised (when students have demonstrated the ability to be independent) walking trips to the Central Branch of the Greater Victoria Public Library.
- Regular supervised walking trips to Raino Dance studio (715 Yates St.)
  - Activities may include dance, improvisational movement and drama, other body-movement related activities
- Regular supervised and unsupervised (when students have demonstrated the ability to be independent) walking trips to the Victoria Art Gallery
- Supervised trips to various indoor and outdoor locations in downtown Victoria where those areas pertain to learning associated with a student’s learning plan

Part A (Consent)

My signature below indicates that I:

- have read the field trip information above
- have considered and accepted the risks associated with these routine, low-risk field trips;
- consent to the student listed below participating in these routine, low-risk field trips;
- understand that the school and district codes of conduct for students apply at all times

Student’s name [please print]:

____________________________________________________________

Parent / guardian’s name [please print]:

____________________________________________________________

Parent / guardian’s signature: _______________________________    Date: _____________________